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Marajh KA (Makhnificent KA x Marquisah KA)
2008 Grey Straight Egyptian Stallion

The Star Maker

overall structure with a beautiful
upright shoulder and well-shaped
neck. Leading to his beautifully
sculptured face, showcasing his bright
big black eyes and refined muscle.
Marajh is one of those individuals that
will ensure you know he has arrived,
with his snorty attitude, prancing
towards you with his tail set beautifully
high towards the sky. A true sight to
be seen!
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Marajh KA at 10 months old.
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Founder and owner of Al Jood Stud,
Mohamed Jaidah values the inclusion
of underused or rare blood into the
gene pool of the modern Arabian
horse.
The story starts in 2011, a time in
which a connection was made.
Mohamed found a young and
promising star at Kehilan Arabians in
the United States of America, a nearly
3-year-old colt at the time named
MARAJH KA.
Inspired by the Middle Eastern and
Global breeding of the Arabian horse,
a vision was put into motion. Marajh
KA, an aspiring 2008 born straight
Egyptian colt was selected to put his
theories on improving pedigrees into
practice by ensuring a variety of exotic
bloodlines among the newly founded
Al Jood collection. The bloodlines of
Marajh KA are not typically available
in the Middle East, so this would
create an ideal base to ensure a strong
future of the program in Qatar.
Marajh KA from a young age always
resembled the classic look of the desert
Arabian, a combination on type, great

His sire: Makhnificient KA
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Marajh’s sire, Makhnificent exhibits all
the traits desired in the classis Egyptian
Arabian, that beautifully sculptured face
which he has since birth, a smooth body
and topline, perfect length of hip and
croup which are hard to beat. Traits he
has consistently given to his sons and
daughters, which can be seen clearly in
Marajh KA and his offspring as well. He
truly shines as a producer, something that
seems to be consistent in his pedigree
and next generation. Proven to give great
bodies and smooth toplines in his foals
- a contribution not only from *Sultann,
but also from his maternal grandsire Ibn
Dahmahn who was body perfect.
In addition, Maknificent produces big
eyes as well which comes through from
his esteemed dam, Star Bint Hafiza an
exotic small bay mare that exudes those
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mysterious black eyes alongside her
floating movement, very reminiscent of
her gorgeous grandmother the grand
Dahmah Shawaniah.
A truly classical beauty, Star Bint also
carries the blood of The Egyptian Prince
for large expressive eyes and smooth
bodies combined with *Tuhotmos for
charisma, expression and desert dryness.
So perhaps unsurprisingly, as one foal
after another by Maknificent slid out onto
the ground and looked up at us with that
intense expression and short, dishy face, it
was apparent that he was ready to proof
his siring ability. Even more consistent
than Makhsous, Makhnificent KA adds
type, tippy ears, big eyes, smooth bodies
and beautiful faces which can be seen to
near perfection in his son Marajh KA and
the next generation.
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Makhnificent KA
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His dam: Marquisah KA
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Marajh’s dam, Marquisah KA is one of
those mares who when you see her – your
heart skips a beat! She is an ethereal
mare with huge black kohl lined eyes
and a delightful expression! Her dam
Rahimah KA was without a doubt one
of the best producing mares at Kehilan
Arabians for many years. Her bloodlines
are quite unique – while Nabiel is very well
known she also brought forward the Bint
El Nile female line as well as the chiseled
stallion Tuhotmos (and breeding her to
Makhnificent KA to produce Marajh KA
doubled the line to Tuhotmos in which
the bay offspring of this family often carry
a resemblance to Tuhotmos in the huge
eyes and detailed chiseling) Another gem
found in her dam line is that of Rawayeh
the dam of El Mareekh. She produced
two full sisters – one chestnut and one
grey by Marquis I. They are both exquisite
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and both have proven to be top notch
producers with offspring in breeding
programs around the world. They are also
quite different in phenotype. The chestnut
- Simpli Iresistibl is tall and stretchy with
a strong resemblance to her dam. Whilst
Marquisah was aptly named for her sire –
Marquis I. Marquis attributes much of his
classic looks to not only his exotic alabaster
sire Makhsous (and Marajh KA is double
Makhsous) – but also to his stunning dam
Antigua Dance. She was a daughter of
Ruminaja Bahjat. One of the full siblings
to Ruminaja Ali and Alidaar. Bahjat
was known for siring extremely beautiful
broodmares. Antigua was no exception.
Her dam line included such greats as
Ansata Shah Zaman and Talal with a tail
female to Venus through Samiha.
Marquisah has the same fairy tale quality
that Marquis exudes, they are the horses

the poet would describe the Prince riding.
So refined and chiseled while exhibiting
power and elegance at the trot. Tail high,
floating above the ground. Zero question
as to her origins – she is a Desert Queen!
We knew Marquisah was special from
birth. She was so delicate and her face from
front on was all eyes and nostrils! Turned
loose at the farm she will mesmerize
those watching her with her charisma
and. Besides her son, Marajh she also has
a daughter that Kehilan has retained the
beautiful Layla KA by Makhnificent KA –
a full sister to Marajh KA. She is now on
of their top breeding mares.
Do not let the fairy tale beauty of Marquisah
fool you however! She is without a doubt a
prima donna and demands her way in the
pasture with the other broodmares! She
knows she is special – after all her admirers
have told her so for over 18 years!
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Marquisah KA
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MAKHSOUS *
gr 1979
ARABIAN
AHR #202958

MAKHNIFICENT KA*
gr 15.0H 1995
ARABIAN
AHR #519465

SULTANN*
ch 1961
ARABIAN
EAO #52; AHR #124566

NABDA*
gr 1974
ARABIAN
EAO; AHR #124560

IBN DAHMAN
b 1976
ARABIAN
AHR #138190; SBA 31/P52; PARA 5/P407
STAR BINT HAFIZA*
b 1986
ARABIAN
AHR*353005

Marajh KA

2008 grey,
purebred stallion
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MARQUIS I*
gr 14.3h 1993
ARABIAN
AHR #506866
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AK AMIRI FAYROUZ*
gr 1982
ARABIAN
AHR*245584. Died 2005

MAKHSOUS *
gr 1979
ARABIAN
AHR #202958

ANTIGUA DANCE*
gr 1987
ARABIAN
AHR #412330

MARQUISAH KA*
gr 2001
ARABIAN

RAHIMAH KA*
ch 1995
ARABIAN
AHR 519467

RA JAHIM*
ch 1984
ARABIAN
AHR #318183

SAMEH*
gr 1945

EL MOEZ*
SAMEERA*

LUBNA*
gr 1953

SID ABOUHOM*
MONIET EL NEFOUS*

WAHAG*
gr 1964

ANTER*
KAMAR*

NEAMAT*
gr 1962

MORAFIC*
HEMMAT *

IBN HAFIZA*
b 1959

SAMEH*
HAFIZA*

DAHMAH SHAHWANIAH*
b 1966

ANSATA IBN HALIMA *
BINT MAISA EL SAGHIRA *

THEEGYPTIANPRINCE*
gr 1967

MORAFIC*
BINT MONA*

MAATHER
ch 1972

TUHOTMOS*
FAYROOZ*

SULTANN*
ch 1961

SAMEH*
LUBNA*

NABDA*
gr 1974

WAHAG*
NEAMAT*

RUMINAJA BAHJAT*
gr 1977

SHAIKH AL BADI*
BINT MAGIDAA*

TALYLA
ch 1980

ANSATA SHAH ZAMAN *
TALYA*

NABIEL*
gr +/15.2hh 1971

SAKR*
MAGIDAA*

MASARRA*
ch 1972

TUHOTMOS*
BINT EL NIL*

RAQUIN RA
b 1982
KA SULTAN RAQWA*
b 1991
ARABIAN
AHR 484485 Owned Carol Maginn, Austin, TX THAWRA
ch 1972

THEEGYPTIANPRINCE*
AK ZAFIRA*
SULTANN*
RAWAYEH*

The creation of a legacy ...
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Marajh Ka’s daughters are the proof of
what this stallion is capable of.
At Al Jood Stud we recently shipped
Marajh semen to Qatar to be used on
our beloved mares here at the home
farm. In 2020 Marajh KA is heading
to his new home at Tolra Training
Center in Spain to stand at stud and
offer European breeders’ access to this
incredible stallion.
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Maraam Al Jood
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Maraam Al Jood
the Region 12, Scottsdale, US Egyptian
Event and many more.
In November 2018 she travelled to her
permanent home in Qatar where she
provided us with her very first foal born in
2019, a very promising grey colt whom is
sired by the multi-Champion Destinyed
Valentino.
At Al Jood we eagerly await Maraam’s
next foal in 2020.
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She is one of Marajh KA’s very first
daughters, and she quickly proved to be
an outstanding example of the quality he
sires.
Her mother, RSL Faith, is a daughter
of Al Jood Stud’s head sire, Alixir, and
the fantastic Thee Desperado mare
Rhapsody in Black.
She has won Champion titles throughout
her show career in the USA, including
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Marajh KA

AJS Sigi’s Belle
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A more recent Marajh KA daughter
that is making her mark is our beloved
Sigi’s Belle. A filly born at Om El Arab
and named in memory of our dear friend
Sigi Siller, she is a 2017 born grey filly
out of the Al Jood owned mare Om El
Badra. Badra is an Om El Shahmaan
daughter out of Om El Benedine. Sigi’s
Belle has the genes of several crosses to
the renowned Sanadik El Shaklan and
Estopa flowing through her veins.
Sigi’s Belle is currently under the great
care of Wilson Training Center who
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has shown her to Champion honours
multiple times in the prestigious
shows at Region 12, East Coast
Championships and the US Egyptian
Event. Most recently she was crowned
for the second consecutive year the
2019 US Egyptian Event Unanimous
Gold Champion Egyptian Heritage
Female.
At Al Jood Stud we are excited to see
what this young mare might add to
our valued breeding program as she
develops into breeding age.
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AJS Sigi Belle
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Ilham Al Jood
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Ilham Al Jood
Magidaa provided Marajh with a perfect
cross as she was a direct daughter by one
of the all-time greats Thee Desperado,
and out of her dam Bint Bint Magidaa
who traces back to Shaikh Al Badi and
the great Magidaa dam-lines.
Ilham joined her sister Maraam in
traveling to her new home in Qatar,
where she is growing up to be one of the
valuable future breeding mares in our
herd.
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Ilham is the youngest of the Marajh KA
daughters in the Al Jood program, this
is one that is also extremely dear to our
heart as she had a difficult start in life
when her beloved mother passed away
giving birth to her lovely daughter.
Her dam Illa Magidaa LDA lived her
final year at Arabians Ltd. In Texas where
Ilham was born, a mare that was owned
by Al Jood Stud and of which Ilham is the
only daughter in the Al Jood program. Illa
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Marajh KA
Look at the Stars.
See their beauty.
And in that beauty,
Envision the future...
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Standing at stud with
Tolra Training Center, Spain.
For the 2020 breeding season,
Inquire now for more information.
https://tolratc.com
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Marajh KA is proudly owned by Al Jood Stud, Qatar.
Founder: Mohamed Jaidah | Operations Manager: Ziggy Wellens
T: +974 3066 1116 | E: Ziggy@aljoodqatar.com
WWW.ALJOODSTUD.COM
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